Be Future-ready with Pervasive Analytics
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To derive sustainable advantage from
an analytics transformation program,
organizations must make analytics
pervasive. The Infosys approach mandates
strategic investments in analytical
capabilities, such as:
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acumen when driving business decisions –
misjudgments can result in critical errors.

With these capabilities, pervasive analytics can be built on a boundaryless data platform and democratized through a responsive
organizational framework. The key offerings are:
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Business case

Roadmap

Value measure

Self-service
Interactive dashboard | Custom alert and exception
mechanism | Insight prioritization | Sandbox

Analytical workbench
Pre-built analytics models | Analytical workflow |
Collaboration | New model creation | Model maintenance

Machine learning and discovery
Machine learning model creation | Machine learning
model maintenance | Data mining and discovery

Prescriptive and optimization
Pre-built models with recommendation engines |
Optimization algorithms | Execution workflow

Responsive enterprise
Continuous contextual engagement | Event-based interaction |
Cognitive decision-making | Talking data | Consumer experience

Figure 1: Key offerings of pervasive analytics
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Thus, to get ahead of the pack, organizations must focus on increasing support to big data initiatives as well as predictive analytics. In
the future, business leaders will seek out internal and external partners that can provide pervasive analytics, interactive visualization, and
relevant reporting of data in a device-independent manner. These capabilities should be augmented with real-time analysis, data discovery,
and machine-learning-facilitated trends and patterns.
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